Broward County Re-Opening Summary

- CDC guidelines and social distancing guidelines are in place
- Facial coverings are required

Requirements for Restaurants:
- Indoor seating areas not to exceed 50% maximum indoor seating capacity.
- Outdoor is unlimited but 6-foot distancing is required.
- Total indoor and outdoor seating cannot exceed total maximum occupancy of the establishment.
- Make hand sanitizer readily available to guests. Single use disposable menus to the extent possible Disposable utensils and single serving condiments whenever possible
- Touchless payment options whenever possible
- Proper ventilation
- Physical guidelines on floor to promote distancing
- Gaming and play space is closed
- Buffets and salad bars are closed. Drink stations are open with additional requirements

For Hotels:
- Hotels are not specifically addressed in the Broward order.
- They are permitted to operate in Broward as essential businesses; it is uncertain if the essential lodger requirement continues to be in place. (I’ve left a message for the asst. County Administrator to inquire.)
- Broward provisions regarding pools may have to be evaluated on a property-specific basis.